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Abstract
This thesis addresses the problem of localization and mapping in mobile robotics. The ability of a robot to
build a map of an unknown environment from sensory information is required to perform self-localization and
autonomous navigation, as a necessary condition to carry out more complex tasks. This problem has been
widely investigated in the last decades, but the solutions presented still present important limitations, mainly
they have to cope with large scale and dynamic environments, and to work in a wider range of conditions and
scenarios. In this context, this thesis takes a step forward towards highly efficient localization and mapping.
A first contribution of this work is a new mapping strategy that presents two key features: the lightweight
representation of world metric information, and the organization of this metric map into a topological structure
that allows efficient localization and map optimization. Regarding the first issue, a map is proposed based on
planar patches which are extracted from range or RGB-D images. This plane-based map (PbMap) is partic-
ularly well suited for indoor scenarios, and has the advantage of being a very compact and still a descriptive
representation which is useful to perform real-time place recognition and loop closure. These operations are
based on matching planar features taking into account their geometric relationships. On the other hand, the
abstraction of metric information is necessary to deal with large scale SLAM and with navigation in complex
environments. For that, we propose to structure the map in a metric-topological structure which is dynamically
organized upon the sensor observations.
Also, a simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) system employing an omnidirectional RGB-D de-
vice which combines several structured-light sensors (Asus Xtion Pro Live) is presented (see fig 1). This device
allows the quick construction of rich models of the environment at a relative low cost in comparison with previ-
ous alternatives. Our SLAM approach is based on a hierarchical structure of keyframes with a low level layer of
metric information and several topological layers intended for large scale SLAM and navigation. This SLAM
solution, which makes use of the metric-topological representation mentioned above, works at video frame rate
obtaining highly consistent maps. Future research is expected on metric-topological-semantic mapping from
the new sensor and the SLAM system presented here.
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Figure 1: a) Omnidirectional RGB-D camera rig and b) an image captured with it.
Finally, an extrinsic calibration technique is proposed to obtain the relative poses of a combination of 3D
range sensors, like those employed in the omnidirectional RGB-D device in fig. 1. The calibration is computed
from the observation of planar surfaces of a structured environment in a fast, easy and robust way, presenting
qualitative and quantitative advantages with respect to previous approaches. This technique is extended to
calibrate any combination of range sensors, including 2D and 3D range sensors, in any configuration. The
calibration of such sets of sensors is interesting not only for mobile robots, but also for autonomous cars.
A list of the publications produced from this thesis is presented below.
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